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Abstract

China’s official finance lacks transparency and much suspicion exists regarding its objectives. This paper aims to better understand the importance of oil resources in explaining the allocation of Chinese aid and loans across African countries. While previous studies have examined the association between natural resources and Chinese aid, there has been no explicit study of the causal effect of oil resource wealth. I contribute to filling this literature gap by exploiting the natural experiment that giant oil and gas discoveries present. Largely unanticipated, giant discoveries are akin to a substantial exogenous shock. Using a difference-in-differences research design, I find that oil and gas rich countries receive more Chinese development finance all else equal. This finding is robust to several robustness checks, including replicating the analysis at the subnational level. The increase in official financial flows seem to be driven by both aid and loan flows concentrated in projects focusing on economic infrastructure and production sectors. I don’t find evidence that more democratic political institutions and better managed public institutions affect how much oil rich countries benefit from higher official finance flows. Overall, these findings help improve our limited understanding of Chinese official finance.
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